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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING MATERIAL & WIRING
Paper - I (English & Telugu Versions)

MODEL QUESTION PAPER
(For the Academic Year 2021-22)

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 50

SECTION - A 10×2=20

Note: (i) Answer ANY TEN questions. (ii) Each question carries TWO marks.

 (i) (ii)  
1. What is an atom ?



2. State the advantages of ACSR.

ACSR

3. What are semiconductors?


4. What are the electrical properties of insulating materials?



5. How are the insulating materials classified?



6. Define dielectric strength.

Dielectric 

7. What is Dielectric loss ?

Dielectric loss

8. What is soldering materials ?


9. What is a switch?
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10. Define ‘fuse’?



11. List the various types of pliers.


12. What are the types of energy distribution systems ?



13. Draw the  simple lamp circuit.



14. What are the types of earthing ?



15. What are the effects of electric shock?


SECTION - B 5 × 6 = 30

Note: (i) Answer ANY FIVE questions. (ii) Each question carries SIX marks.

 (i) (ii) 
16. Define and give examples of conductors, insulators and semi

conductors.



17. Compare copper and aluminium is six aspects.


18. Explain properties and applications of soft magnetic materials.



19. Explain the properties of ALNICO.

ALNICO
20. What factors effects the dielectric loss of a material?



21. What are the various operations for making a joint?
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22. Explain  any two of the following with neat sketches:

(a) Western Joint (b) Married Joint
(c) Britannia Joint (d) Tee-Joint

(e) Pig-Tail Joint



 Married Joint

Brittania Joint T-Joint

Pig-tall Joint

23. Draw the godown wiring and explain its function.



24. Draw the neat sketch of the  plate earthing and  label the parts.



25. Write I.E rules for internal wiring.

I.E.

__________


